


Structure of the talk

1. Reciprocity and prosocial motivations.

2. Reciprocity and the welfare State.

 The deservingness heuristic.

 The paradox of redistribution.

3. Reciprocity and Universal Basic Income (UBI).

4. The feasibility of UBI in a society of ‘strong 
reciprocators’.



How utopian should UBI be?

Erik O. Wright and the ‘Real Utopias’ project:

 “utopian ideals that are grounded in the real potentials of 
humanity”;

 “utopian destinations that have pragmatically accessible 
waystations”;

 “utopian designs of institutions that can inform our 
practical tasks of muddling through in a world of 
imperfect conditions for social change”.



Strong reciprocity and pro-social motivations

 Many social situations and experimental games show 
that: 

 Agents are not indifferent towards others preferences, 
interests, and payoffs. 

 Agents may prefer to reduce or raise others’ resources 
even at the cost of some lose for themselves.

 Three main pro-social motivations: strong reciprocity, 
inequality aversion, and altruism.



Pro-social motivations

 Strong reciprocity:
 Reward cooperation (rewards may be diffuse, non-

proportional, and delayed in time).

 Punish non-cooperation.

 Inequality aversion:
 Envy towards the better-off.

 Generosity towards the worse-off.

 Altruism: unconditional concern for the others 
(regardless their behaviour or their assets).





Source:Camerer, Colin F. i Fehr, Ernst (2004): “Measuring Social Norms and Preferences Using 
Experimental Games: A Guide for Social Scientists”, a Joseph Henrich et al., Foundations of Human 
Sociality. Oxford, Oxford University Press.



Bowles & Gintis: ‘Homo reciprocans’ and the feasibility 
of egalitarian policies

 Levels of public opinion support for redistribution and the welfare 
state are based on:
 Strong reciprocity.
 Generosity with basic needs.

 Five empirical regularities on the support for egalitarian policies:
1. There are significant levels of generosity with basic needs, even 

with strangers.
2. People are more ready to share when they perceive that their  

endowments come from ‘chance’/’luck’ , and less when they 
attribute them to ‘personal effort’.

3. Free-riding on public goods is generally regarded as unfair.
4. People is ready to punish free-riders even at a cost.
5. Dispositions to reciprocity are higher the smaller social distance 

is.



Bowles & Gintis: ‘Homo reciprocans’ and the feasibility 
of egalitarian policies

 Conclusion: support for the welfare state does not directly 
depend on class, wealth, or political ideology, but on:
 Perceived causes of poverty.
 Perception that recipients of benefits are ready to 

cooperate (for example, by actively searching for a job, 
sending children to school, etc).

 Perception of the relative weight of ‘effort’ and ‘luck’ in 
staying in their situation.

 Evidence shows that reciprocity variables predict support 
for redistribution better than self-interest variables (e.g. 
Noguera et al, 2010; León, 2012).
 Contributory benefits more popular than social assistance.



The deservingness heuristic
 “Deservingness heuristics” are intuitively used to ‘categorize’ who deserves 

public help.

 Empirically tested: Alesina, Petersen & Jensen, Oorschoot.

 Triggered by specific emotions: compassion, anger.

 Orschoot (2000), deservingness criteria:

1. Control: the less the control over neediness, the higher the degree of 
deservingness. 

 Perceived ‘uncontrolability’ of the risk varies: health vs. unemployment.

2. Need: the greater the level of need, the higher the degree of deservingness. 

3. Identity: the higher the degree of group belonging, the higher the degree of 
deservingness. 

4. Attitude: the more grateful, docile and compliant, the higher the degree of 
deservingness. 

5. Reciprocity: the higher the previous or future payback, the higher the degree 
of deservingness.



EFFECT OF DESERVINGNESS VARIABLES OVERRIDE THE REST

IN PREDICTING SUPPORT FOR PUBLIC HELP



EFFECT OF ‘LAZY’ AND ‘UNLUCKY’ FRAMES ON SUPPORT FOR

KEEPING UNEMPLOYMENT BENEFITS
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Reciprocity vs. universalism?

 Targeting cooperators and deserving groups involves 
conditionality and eligibility tests, so reciprocity and 
deservingness heuristics are not consistent with 
universalism.

…against…

 The universal welfare state thesis (Titmuss, Skopcol & 
Wilson, Goodin & LeGrand…): 
 Sharp elbows of the middle class (Lyndon Johnson): means-

tested benefits are always weak, so in order to better reduce 
poverty and inequality we need universal benefits.



The ‘paradox of redistribution’ 
(Korpi & Palme, 1998)

Countries which opt for universal (vs. targeted) and earning-
related (vs. flat-rate) benefits reduce more poverty and 
inequality. How is that possible?

 Size of the redistributive budget is not fixed.
 There is usually a trade-off between the degree of targeting 

and the size of the redistributive budget.
 Earnings-related benefit systems often result in more 

egalitarian distributions than market income distribution.
 Social insurance is a core component of the welfare state.



The ‘paradox of redistribution’ revisited
(Marx, Salanauskaite & Verbist, 2013)

The relationship between the degree of targeting 

(concentration of benefits) and reduction of poverty and 

inequality is not a general empirical trend. Rather, it is 

sensitive to:

 Country selection.

 Data sources.

 Lapse of time.

 When the overall social expenditure is high, targeting is 

associated with higher redistributive impact.



Support for UBI in surveys

Problems:

 The biasing effects of different wordings.

 “Do you support justice and the good society?”

 Do subjects understand the same by UBI?

 Support for UBI compared with what?

 Attitudes over future behavior are not reliable. 

 “Would you stop working with a BI”?



SOCIAL ACCEPTANCE OF UBI vs. GI 
(CEO Survey, Catalonia, 2012)
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PODEMOS’ INTERNAL SURVEY ON BI (2015)

“Who should receive a basic income?”

Answer % N

Those who have no income or are 
under the poverty level

62.48 4,469

Everyone 28.80 2,060

No one 5.56 398

No response 3.14 225

Total 100.00 7,152



Feasibility of UBI among strong reciprocators

 Should we care? “Normative reasoning tells us that 
people is ‘wrong’ in supporting strong reciprocity… so 
let us change that wrong conception!”
 Van Parijs (1999): fairness, not reciprocity! But what if 

reciprocity is the evolutionary force behind prevalent fairness 
ideals.

 Theories of institutional design: deep values and beliefs are 
hard to change in the short term; incentives and nudges work 
better!

 But: take advantage of the indeterminacy of the relation of 
deep value dispositions and concrete contextual political 
supports (Durlauf, 1999).



Feasibility of UBI among strong reciprocators

 Acknowledge the problem.

 Swiss referendum.

 We already have it with current conditional benefits! 
(USA: discourse on ‘welfare queens’; Spain, UK: 
inmigrants… fraud.. etc.)

 Support reciprocity-friendly stepping stones 
(minimum guaranteed income, child benefits, 
universal pensions, tax credits, kind-of-
participation income…).



Feasibility of UBI among strong reciprocators

 Smart framing! Nudge! 
 Varoufakis: Social dividends better than UBI funded out of income 

tax (paid mainly by wage earners).

 Stress the ‘in need’ and ‘unlucky’ frames in contexts of economic 
crisis and huge growing unemployment and poverty. 

 BUT: in those contexts the upper-middle classes and the rich are 
less ready to share, so the placing of the breakeven point is key.

 Make the pro-reciprocity aspects of UBI and the current 
system’s violations of reciprocity more salient:
 Non market work.

 The case of fiscal welfare.



FISCAL WELFARE IN SPAIN: DISTRIBUTIONAL IMPACT

• Regressive pattern.

• Intensified slightly 

from 2008 to 2011.



SHARE OF CASH BENEFITS FOR THE LOWEST AND 
HIGHEST QUINTILES (OCDE 2014)



Feasibility of UBI among strong reciprocators

 The meaning of ‘conditionality’ and ‘means-test’: if UBI is 
funded out of income taxation, then an implicit ‘means-
test’ is being done. 

 Eyal (2010): NUBI, exclude the two richest deciles. 
 Even better, push the eligibility threshold slightly above the 

tax exempted income level, so means-tests can be entirely 
done through tax returns and records, in a non invasive and 
non humiliating way

 Many benefits for middle classes are already claimed in this 
way, such as education grants.



Feasibility of UBI among strong reciprocators

 The different versions of ‘activation’ and ‘work 
conditionality’: from ‘adequate job offer’ to stringent 
workfare.

 Careful with contributory benefits!

 Stress growing evidence that less conditionality 
increases chances of job insertion for those in social 
assistance and for those most in need: workfare and 
creaming (younger and high educated are most 
benefited by activation policies).



Feasibility of UBI among strong reciprocators

 Focus on ‘deserving’ groups.

 Albrekt Larsen (2008), Petersen (2006):

 young people on social assistance as ‘non-deserving’ 
(condition to training or studying?);

 oldest long-term unemployed people as ‘deserving’ 
(problem: income maintenance claims would clash with 
flat-rate UBI; the case of Spain and early retirement);

 children (BUT universal child benefit has huge opportunity 
costs where poverty rates are high: better target resources to 
poor families thrugh a guaranteed minimum income?);

 old people, sick and disabled....



Feasibility of UBI among strong reciprocators

 Predistribution! 

 If the redistributive efforts needed are smaller, then they are 
more acceptable. 

 More primary equality reduces perceived social distance, 
which increases generosity and support for redistribution.

 In the end, complex and changing equilibrium, depending 
on political and economic context, forces UBI advocates to 
adopt and adaptive strategy and sneak towards UBI.



THANKS FOR YOUR ATTENTION!


